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I  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A.  INTRODUCTION

The Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety (CCOHS or the Centre) was created in 1978, by the Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety Act, which mandates CCOHS to promote the fundamental right of Canadians to a healthy and safe working environment. CCOHS operates under a tripartite council consisting of representatives from business, labour and government (federal, provincial and territorial).

CCOHS contracted with TNS Canadian Facts, Social and Policy Research and KPMG to carry out a program evaluation and an assessment of performance measurement options. This study has reviewed a large number of aspects of CCOHS performance. Results from this study are intended to provide the foundation for the development of a new performance measurement system that will see CCOHS continue to achieve its core objective of promoting workplace health and safety. This study includes two closely related components. These components are:

- A program evaluation perspective of the operations of CCOHS, including an assessment of the relevance of the program and the effectiveness and efficiency of the program given its mandate.
- Presentation of a recommended approach to performance measurement at CCOHS.

B.  CURRENT STATUS OF CCOHS

CCOHS operates as a source for unbiased technical information and expertise to support the efforts of governments, labour organizations, employers, and individual Canadians to improve workplace safety and health. Transfer of current knowledge essential for workplace participants to effectively address the specific health and safety issues in their workplaces in a form readily usable by them has been a unique feature of this service. CCOHS fulfils this mandate through a portfolio of free and priced products and services that draw upon a core collection of occupational safety and health information and the application of information management technologies. Partnerships with leading national and global institutions on occupational health and safety have enabled CCOHS to base its services on current global knowledge. The key products and services offered by the Centre are the free Inquiries Service and web site and information products and services for which it charges. CCOHS also supports national and international initiatives promoting workplace health and safety through collaborative projects with a wide range of partners, and delivers education and training services as well, including e-learning. CCOHS’ services are shaped in accordance with the Guiding Principles outlined by its tripartite Council of Governors and represent the consensus of the parties at the Council.

CCOHS has three main sources of funding/revenue – voted public appropriations, supplementary estimates, and revenues from external sources (cost recovery revenues). The past decade has also seen changes in the composition of CCOHS revenue sources. There have been changes in the balance between product sales and revenues from collaborative projects and other
sources. The share of revenues coming from product sales has decreased and the proportionate reliance on collaborative projects, publications and other revenue has increased.

For the current fiscal year, the CCOHS operating budget is $8.8 million. Of this total, appropriations from the Main Estimates account for $4.54 million (52%), contributions from provinces and territories account for $0.45 million (4%) and cost recovery revenue accounts for the remaining $3.9 million (44%). The level of cost recovery achieved by CCOHS has declined somewhat in recent years but continues to be very high compared to that achieved by comparable information agencies in Canada and internationally.

The ability of CCOHS to create new revenue-generating services and to adapt existing services to respond to evolving needs of Canadians is heavily restricted by its small funding base, which also has to support Canada-wide free-of-charge services. The financial viability and sustainability of services has been a continuing challenge to CCOHS.

CCOHS must keep current its core information collection and the information technologies that the collection, the Centre’s web site and many of its priced products rely on. This continuing development is necessary if CCOHS is to continue to provide up-to-date and comprehensive OHS information to users. The Centre needs to develop an updated strategy and set of priorities for selecting projects and partners, focusing on activities that will keep its products, services, and distribution channels at the leading edge. However, the operating environment of CCOHS makes this difficult. Costs continue to rise whereas Main Estimates funding is constant. Cost recovery has been pursued aggressively but there appear to be limits to pushing this farther. This is, especially the case in light of the survey data in this report indicting that higher fees may inhibit the ability of the public to access CCOHS products and services.

C. PROGRAM EVALUATION

A key component of this review was an evaluation of the operations of CCOHS, including an assessment of the relevance of the program and the effectiveness and efficiency of the program given its mandate, and its positioning within the mosaic of Canada’s existing structure and the framework of workplace health and safety programmes from governments, compensation boards and others.

The ultimate objective of CCOHS is to improve workplace health and safety. This objective involves CCOHS being recognized as a national clearinghouse for health and safety information and as the recognized leader in the provision of occupational health and safety (OHS) information to the OHS community. This community includes workers, their unions, employers, governments and related OHS professionals.

The evaluation assessed the extent to which CCOHS has achieved this recognition with leading members of the OHS community. The activities of CCOHS are related to the promotion of occupational health and safety. The benefits are improved workplace conditions that ultimately lead to fewer illnesses, fewer injuries, and fewer deaths. Reduced time loss and increased productivity are tied to these benefits. To the extent that CCOHS information is used to reduce workplace risks, the ultimate social benefits can be very high. Current research on the value of lives saved and accidents prevented indicate that Canadian society would assign a very high value to such reductions in workplace risks.
Executive Summary

It is not possible to establish the number of injuries, illnesses and deaths prevented, let alone attribute any changes in numbers to CCOHS activities directly. Many factors influence these variables and determining the independent impact of CCOHS is not feasible. The extent of the improvements in workplace conditions, attributed by users to the information disseminated by CCOHS, is used as a proxy measure of the health and safety impact of CCOHS. Our analysis, based on interviews and surveys, found that the intended effects on workplace conditions do occur.

Current funding decisions for organizations like CCOHS that reduce workplace risks were made when the estimated benefits of risk reduction were lower than current estimates. New evidence on higher payoffs to risk reduction implies that society should increase the resources devoted to reducing workplace risks.

The economic rationale for government support of programs and activities has two sources. These are:

- A fairness or equity rationale in which particular groups in society are supported through program activities.
- An economic efficiency rationale in which the program is justified because market processes do not provide the best outcome from the point of view of society. This is generally referred to as the “market failure” rationale.

Support for CCOHS is consistent with both of these sources of rationale for the program. There will be many types of information that have a value to society exceeding their costs of production that will not be produced if firms have to recover all of their costs in doing so. This is the essence of the market failure issue for information as it applies to CCOHS. Providing the information essential for addressing health and safety concerns in the workplace to workers and managers, is a powerful and cost-effective mechanism, a strategy parallel to regulation and enforcement by governments in the area of promoting occupational health and safety. The causal linkages from activities to outputs to program impacts and finally to overall objectives are clear and have been confirmed by the results of this evaluation.

CCOHS provides information through a variety of products and services, some of which are available for free. Surveys were conducted of purchasers of CCOHS products, users of CCOHS Inquiries Services and users of the CCOHS web site. Some of the key findings include:

- Seventy four per cent of Inquiries Service respondents said that their use of CCOHS information relates to current or future changes to the workplace that may result in improved occupational health and safety.
- Similarly, 77% of customers purchasing CCOHS products said that their use of CCOHS information relates to current or future changes to the workplace that may result in improved occupational health and safety.
- The nature of the information produced by CCOHS is such that the value to a firm, and to society as a whole, increases as more people access that information. This widespread use defines the “reach” of CCOHS information. Overall, web site users indicated that each information item received from CCOHS could or would benefit large numbers of workers through secondary distribution. Among respondents, 26% said that 1-10 persons would benefit, 36% said between 11 and 100 persons, 20% said 101 to 500 persons would benefit
and 19% said that more than 500 would benefit. The extent of reach is also substantial for the Inquiries Service as well as for the paid products of CCOHS.

- Of current purchasers of CCOHS products, 89% were satisfied with timeliness in accessing the product, 92% were satisfied with the usefulness of the product; 86% were satisfied with the clarity of the information, and 87% were satisfied with the reliability of the information provided.

- Benchmarks of client satisfaction used for comparing the level of satisfaction with CCOHS products and services for this report appear in *Citizens First 2000* (Erin Research). To make this comparison, TNS used Health Canada Information Services and Information Services (in general) as the basis for comparison; the mean score for these two services was 56. CCOHS compares very favourably with these results.

- Based on interviews conducted with key informants, there continues to be widespread support for the provision of free services; particularly non-technical information provided to individual workers.

- The majority of key informants interviewed believe that CCOHS products/services meet needs that cannot be met by other sources of information. In a small number of cases other sources of information are used but CCOHS is considered the primary source of OHS information.

- A key component of the mandate of CCOHS is to facilitate partnerships among workers, unions, employers and government with respect to OHS. The majority of respondents believe that the Centre has done this to some extent. Many noted that more could be done but that the Centre has done as much as can reasonably be expected given the budget constraints of CCOHS.

- Provision of free services is strongly supported by an overwhelming majority of key informants interviewed. According to respondents, charging a fee for services currently provided for free would result in far fewer workers accessing the information they need to protect themselves.

- The general feeling among interviewees is that basic information, particularly information intended for individual workers, should continue to be provided free of charge by CCOHS.

### D. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORK

Performance measurement is a tool to enable better management or performance. In this context, performance management is the means by which performance against objectives is reviewed, using appropriate performance measurement information, and decisions made regarding direction, required actions and resource allocations.

CCOHS’ current strategic performance measurement activity is primarily used to support:

- Regular reporting to the Council of Governors, via periodic reports by the President/CEO. Information presented in these reports is organized under thirteen
categories of activity, corresponding to thirteen Performance Areas that provide the structure for CCOHS’ annual operational and budgetary planning.

- Annual reporting to external stakeholders and Parliament, via the Annual Report, and the requirements for the Departmental Performance Report (DPR) and Report on Plans and Priorities (RPP). The focus in this reporting is on performance against five Strategic Outcomes set for CCOHS’ program, as defined in the 2005-06 Report on Plans and Priorities:
  - Provide Canadians with (OHS) information.
  - Accessibility and availability of (OHS) information for Canadians.
  - Global advancement in health and safety.
  - Unbiased and impartial (information) to maintain confidence of stakeholders.
  - Education (to increase Canadian students’ knowledge of OHS, and to increase understanding and application of OHS information in the workplace).

In reviewing the structure and content of performance reporting in these areas it was apparent to us that the Centre’s strategic performance measurement and reporting is more concerned with operational activities and their outputs, and less so with results achieved. We believe that CCOHS would benefit from a more strategic approach to performance measurement and reporting, that overlays (and complements) the existing operational focus.

To that end, we propose that CCOHS utilize a logic model summarizing the focus of, and relationships between, CCOHS’ Activities, Reach (i.e., targeted user groups, intermediaries and partners), Outputs, anticipated Key Results and longer-term Impacts. This logic model can then provide the basis for the selection of strategic performance measures and a results-based focus in its performance reports to the Council of Governors and Parliament. The logic model — presented in Exhibit I-1 — proposes four inter-dependent Key Results:

- Application of OHS information and knowledge to improve workplace practices.
- Increased awareness and understanding of OHS issues in the workplace.
- Easy access to OHS information and services.
- Partial recovery of operating costs to sustain financial viability and enable service provision.

This shift to a greater results orientation in CCOHS’ strategic performance measurement should provide the Council of Governors and external stakeholders with a better understanding of the extent to which intended results are being achieved or are influenced by intervening barriers or enabling factors.

We have also proposed, as a starting point for further development by CCOHS management, a set of performance measures based on our understanding—drawing on the findings from the evaluation—as to the key success factors for the proposed Key Results in the logic model. The suggested performance measures combine measures of reach among targeted user groups, outputs produced and results achieved, as well as measures of the Centre’s ability to generate cost recovery
revenues and manage operating costs. The data required for these measures would need to come from combinations of internally generated data, such as cost, revenue and sales tracking data; and external sources, such as surveys of users and potential users of CCOHS’ products and services, and feedback from stakeholders.

We recommend that CCOHS use the proposed logic model and associated performance measures as the basis for a revised performance measurement framework to support performance reporting to Parliament in the annual Departmental Performance Report, and to the Council of Governors. We believe that this alternative approach will provide a clearer focus on Key Results and, by inference, the impact on occupational health and safety in the work place. The proposed logic model and associated strategic performance measures presented in this report provide a starting point for this framework. Further review and development of the framework by CCOHS’ management will be necessary to ensure that it closely reflects the organization’s key priorities and practicalities involved in collecting or generating the required performance data.
Exhibit I-1  CCOHS Logic Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Reach/Targets</th>
<th>Outputs Received</th>
<th>Key Results</th>
<th>Impacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>96 FTEs</td>
<td>Develop/maintain infrastructure for information dissemination and knowledge transfer</td>
<td>Potential workplace entrants</td>
<td>Free OHS information products</td>
<td>Application of OHS information and knowledge to improve workplace practices</td>
<td>Enhanced physical and mental health of working people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4.3 million Respendable Revenue</td>
<td>Stakeholder consultation regarding OHS needs and issues</td>
<td>OHS and Health Care Professionals</td>
<td>More tailored, priced OHS information products</td>
<td>Increased awareness and understanding of OHS issues in the workplace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4.54 million Gov. of Can.</td>
<td>Undertake collaborative projects on OHS needs and issues</td>
<td>Workers and Managers</td>
<td>Collaborative projects</td>
<td>Easy access to OHS information and services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop and maintain OHS information products</td>
<td>Employers</td>
<td>Information sharing conferences and workshops</td>
<td>Partial recovery of costs to sustain financial viability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disseminate free and priced OHS information</td>
<td>Intermediaries: Unions, industry associations, professional bodies, educational institutions</td>
<td>OHS education and training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop and deliver OHS education and training</td>
<td>Regulatory agencies: Workers Comp. Boards, Provincial Labour Ministries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promote OHS awareness and understanding</td>
<td>Market OHS information and services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maintain key stakeholder partnerships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
II INTRODUCTION

A. PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety (CCOHS or the Centre) was established to promote the basic right of all Canadians to a healthy and safe workplace. CCOHS operates under a tripartite council with representatives from workers and their unions, employers and governments. CCOHS contracted with TNS Canadian Facts and KPMG LLP to carry out this program evaluation and performance measurement study:

- To review the relevance of the program, how the program addresses needs and the success of the program in reaching its intended audiences and meeting its intended outcomes.

- To recommend ongoing performance measurement methods that can be applied on a consistent and cost-effective basis by CCOHS.

B. METHODOLOGIES

1. Program evaluation

In order to meet the objectives of this study, a broad range of data sources have been used. A number of surveys were conducted, including: a survey of 262 current product customers; a survey of 226 users of the Inquiries Service; and a survey of 513 users of the CCOHS web site. We also conducted interviews with key informants representing business, labour and government. More details on the surveys are provided below.

Two interactive surveys were conducted as part of this evaluation. The incentive for each was a random draw to win a single year’s subscription to one of CCOHS’s core products.

Pop-Up Web-site Visitor survey: Pop-up invitations to complete a survey were placed on the following pages on the CCOHS site:

- CCOHS Home: http://www.ccohs.ca
- CCHST Home: http://www.cchst.ca
- OSH Answers home and individual pages: http://ccohs.ca/oshanswers/
- Réponses SST home: http://www.cchst.ca/reponsessst/
- Web Information Services home: http://ccinfoweb.ccohs.ca/
- Service d'information sur le Web home: http://ccinfoweb.cchst.ca/

The survey, which was hosted on the TNS Interactive survey site, was available from July 4 to July 19, 2005. It should be kept in mind that this is a self-selecting sample.
Customer survey: An invitation to participate in an online survey was e-mailed by CCOHS to 2,495 customers from their database (1,299 paying customers and 1,196 Inquiries clients) on July 7, 2005. E-mails bounced from 219 addresses, for a total of 2,276 successful broadcasts. CCOHS also e-mailed two reminders. The survey was available online until July 22, 2005.

The sample file identified four product/service types:

- Inquiries.
- Web Services
- CD/DVD
- Publications

Web-site visitor survey: 513 visitors completed the survey over the course of the field period.

Customer survey: Completions were achieved with 488 respondents (262 paying customers and 226 Inquiries customers) for a response rate of just over 20%, which is a typical response rate for a customer survey in a self-completion mode.

The client Internet survey questionnaire (English and French) and the CCOHS web site pop-up survey questionnaire (English and French) are appended to this report.

2. Performance measurement framework

Our work on the development of a proposed new CCOHS performance measurement involved:

- A review of existing performance reports, measures and data sources, focusing on the performance measurement and reporting for the Centre’s Governing Council and its Performance Reporting to Parliament.
- Review of findings from the key informant interviews pertaining stakeholders’ views on the current approach to performance measurement and its effectiveness.
- Development of a logic model identifying the Centre’s expected strategic results and outcomes, and the relationships between these expected impacts and the Centre’s underlying resources, activities and outputs.
- Development of a proposed set of performance measurements designed to provide CCOHS’ Governing Council, Parliament and other external stakeholders with insights into the Centre’s progress in achieving its strategic results and outcomes.

This strategic performance measurement framework provides the starting point for more detailed assessment and development by CCOHS management. The framework proposed in this report is based on the knowledge we gained during the conduct of the current and prior program evaluations of CCOHS. More extensive involvement in the development and finalization of the framework will be necessary to ensure that it truly reflects CCOHS’ strategic directions, any constraints on its ability to act, and the way in which it works.
C. STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT

We provide details of the current status of CCOHS, including its mandate, corporate objectives and structure in Chapter III of this report. Chapter IV describes our findings for the program evaluation of CCOHS and discussion of issues relating to the relevance of CCOHS, program delivery, impacts and effects, cost-effectiveness and program alternatives. Findings from our assessment of performance measurement at CCOHS and proposed new measurement framework are provided in Chapter V. In the final chapter, Chapter VI, we summarize the key conclusions from the evaluation. Recommendations have been included in Chapters IV and V, following on from the program evaluation and performance measurement analysis, respectively.
III CURRENT STATUS OF CCOHS

This chapter of our report provides the context for the subsequent presentation of findings relating to the program evaluation and the assessment of performance measurement options. It summarizes key aspects of the Centre’s mandate and key characteristics of its performance.

Up until 1989, CCOHS was a fully funded government department with an annual operating budget of $10 million (approximately $14.2 million in 2005 dollars). In 1987, the Centre implemented a limited level of cost recovery aimed at recovering some of the “out of pocket” expenses associated with the production of CDs. In 1989 the Centre was directed by Treasury Board to become financially self-sufficient through cost recovery by 1991. As a result, substantial reductions in staffing and activities resulted since full self-funding was not possible. The current funding environment for CCOHS is one in which revenues from the Main Estimates and from cost recovery revenues provide most of the funding of CCOHS. For the current fiscal year, the CCOHS operating budget is $8.8 million. Of this total, appropriations from the Main Estimates account for $4.54 million (52%), contributions from provinces and territories account for 0.45 million (4%) and cost recovery revenue accounts for the remaining $3.9 million (44%).

Based on the findings outlined in this report, we believe that CCOHS is at the limit of what it can achieve through cost recovery without harming its core operations. In fact, our report indicates that simply maintaining current cost recovery revenues will be difficult. Users of priced products are now making a significant contribution to the funding of core activities. The rationale for public support for core CCOHS activities is that the outputs are valuable to society because they reduce workplace risks. It appears unlikely that these services can be provided without continuing government support.

A. MANDATE, OBJECTIVES AND KEY RESULTS COMMITMENTS

CCOHS is an independent departmental corporation under Schedule II of the Financial Administration Act and is accountable to Parliament through the Minister of Labour. The Centre’s mandate, powers and authorities are defined in the Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety Act, as summarized in Exhibit III-1. The focus in the Act is on the promotion of health and safety in the Canadian workplace, and the reduction or elimination of fatalities, injuries and illnesses. CCOHS has chosen to fulfill this mandate by operating as “a source for unbiased technical information and expertise to support the efforts of governments, labour organizations, employers and individual Canadians to improve workplace safety and health”. Governance is provided by a tripartite Council of Governors representing government, labour and employers.

The CCOHS also operates under the Official Languages Act and, consistent with its national mandate, provides services in both French and English.

The implicit expectation in the mandate and powers is that society benefits from improved levels of workplace safety and health, and that, by functioning as an information clearinghouse and disseminator, CCOHS contributes to the achievement of such improvements. The cost to Canada from workplace injuries and fatalities continues to be high—some estimates indicate that annual costs may

---

be as high as $20 billion. As a result, even small improvements in safety performance can have significant payoffs. New evidence on higher payoffs to risk reduction cited in this report implies that society should increase the resources it devotes to risk reduction.

**Exhibit III-1  Powers of the Centre, as Defined in the CCOHS Act**


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>.</th>
<th>The objectives of the Centre are:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>to promote health and safety in the workplace in Canada and the physical and mental health of working people in Canada;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>to facilitate:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>consultation and cooperation among federal, provincial and territorial jurisdictions, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii)</td>
<td>participation by labour and management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>in the establishment and maintenance of high standards of occupational health and safety appropriate to the Canadian situation;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>to assist in the development and maintenance of policies and programs aimed at the reduction or elimination of occupational hazards; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>to serve as a national centre for statistics and other information relating to occupational health and safety.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Centre may in furtherance of its objects,

| (a) | promote, assist, initiate and evaluate research; |
| (b) | establish and operate systems and facilities for collecting, recording, processing, analysing, evaluating and disseminating statistics and other information; |
| (c) | publish and otherwise disseminate scientific, technological and other information; |
| (d) | provide advice, information and service relating to existing or anticipated occupational health and safety problems to workers, trade unions, employers and government, to national, provincial and international organizations and to the public; |
| (e) | support and facilitate the training of personnel in and for the field of occupational health and safety; |
| (f) | sponsor and support public meetings, conferences and seminars; |
| (g) | expend, for the purposes of this Act, any money appropriated by Parliament for the work of the Centre or received by the Centre through the conduct of its operations; |
| (h) | give recognition to public or private organizations or individuals for outstanding contributions in the field of occupational health and safety; and |
| (i) | do such other things as are conducive to the carrying out of its objects. |

**B. PRODUCTS AND SERVICES**

CCOHS maintains a portfolio of both free and priced products and services that draw upon a core collection of occupational safety and health (OHS) information and the application of information management technologies. It also undertakes a range of collaborative projects that allows the Centre to remain on the leading edge of OHS knowledge. The areas in which CCOHS provides products and services are as follows:
1. **Inquiries Service**

The Inquiries Service provides a bilingual free-of-charge person-to-person occupational health and safety information resource for Canadians. The Centre responds to telephone and e-mail inquiries, and all inquiries are kept confidential. The information provided is unbiased and considered relevant to workers, employers, unions and governments alike. Personalized service is given to each inquirer, and the Centre provides a verbal or written response depending on the nature of the inquiry. Usually material is sent directly to the inquirer and referrals are made to other organizations as required.

Approximately 14,000 telephone and written inquiries are responded to annually through the Inquiries Service. In recent years the service has been extended to include a self-serve model using the Internet. “OSH Answers” is a collection of over 3,000 frequently asked questions and answers concerning occupational health and safety that can be accessed via the CCOHS website 24 hours a day. The OSH Answers service was accessed approximately four million times by Internet users during 2004-2005.

2. **Performance Areas**

The Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety provides a variety of information products and services designed to promote safer and healthier workplaces. These products and services are organized by CCOHS into the following eight categories, including a brief description of the purpose of each:

- **Inquiries Service**: To deliver to concerned parties, as needed, the information essential to make informed decisions and to take informed actions toward eliminating illness and injuries at work through a public inquiries service accessible to all Canadians by mail, telephone, email and face to face. (details are outlined above)

- **OSH Answers**: A web based question and answer service to deliver information essential to make informed decisions and take informed actions toward eliminating illness and injuries in Canadian workplaces. (details are outlined above)

- **Publications**: To deliver a print based information service in a form and format that is conveniently useable by all workplace participants to address health and safety issues and concerns predominant in Canadian workplaces.

- **Chemical-Database Service**: To make carefully selected authoritative chemical information from across the world to provide convenient and easy access to Canadians.

- **General OH&S Database**: To make carefully selected authoritative OSH information from across the world to provide convenient and easy access to Canadians.

- **Legislation Services**: To provide convenient single window access to reliable and up to date versions of all Canadian health, safety and environmental legislation, with hypertext links to related documents such as standards, guidelines and codes of practice.
• **Tailored Information:** To deliver customized/tailored CCOHS information to serve the needs of specific clients/sectors/organizations in support of improving their health and safety knowledge and performance.

• **Illness and Injury Prevention Initiatives:** To undertake, promote and support initiatives aimed at eliminating work-related illnesses and injuries in collaboration with Canadian and worldwide organizations.

• **Education and Training:** To undertake, promote and support training and education aimed at eliminating work-related illnesses and injuries. This includes classroom based and e-learning programs.

• **MSDS:** Provides access to over 350,000 of the most up-to-date Material Safety Data Sheets from 1,200 North American manufacturers and supplies. This area also includes FTSS French language Material Safety Data Sheets and a management program.

CCOHS has an extensive suite of databases available to support its information services, from which a wide variety of OHS products and services are made available in various electronic formats (CD/DVD-ROM, Internet, Intranet, as well as hardcopy). These databases are used in a variety of workplace applications such as developing personal protective programs, conducting workplace risk assessments, assisting emergency responders, developing first aid and medical programs, developing training, meeting regulatory compliance, proper storage, handling and transporting chemicals and for research.
IV PROGRAM EVALUATION FINDINGS

A. RATIONALE AND RELEVANCE

1. The role of CCOHS

The evaluation of the rationale for the programs and activities of CCOHS is based on a review of the initial mandate as it relates to current activities. The mission of CCOHS is to promote the fundamental right of Canadians to a healthy and safe working environment. As a national institute, CCOHS undertakes a wide range of activities to achieve its objectives. These activities include the following:

- The provision of technical documents, data and related safety information to the health and safety community. An important element of this activity is to improve the coordination, distribution/dissemination of workplace health and safety information.
- The promotion and evaluation of research on health and safety issues.
- The provision of expert advice and training in occupational health and safety.
- Participation in meetings and conferences throughout Canada.
- Support for programmes at the enterprise level.
- Education and training, including e-learning.
- Other activities consistent with the mandate of promoting health and safety in the workplace and the physical and mental health of Canadian workers.
- Initiatives leading to elimination if injuries and illnesses.

These activities generate a flow of information. By its nature, the impacts of information may be widespread and difficult to attribute to the source activities of CCOHS. The provision of information is obviously a valuable activity. However, tracing out all of the ultimate impacts and effects of information provision is a difficult task for all kinds of information, not just for health and safety information.

The ultimate objective of CCOHS is to improve workplace health and safety. The activities described above involve CCOHS being recognized as a national clearinghouse for health and safety information and as the recognized leader in the provision of useful occupational health and safety (OHS) information to the OHS community. This community includes workers, their unions, employers, governments and related OHS professionals.

This evaluation assesses the extent to which CCOHS has achieved this recognition with leading members of the OHS community. It is not possible to establish the number of injuries, illnesses and deaths prevented, let alone attribute any change in numbers to the activities of CCOHS directly. Many factors influence these variables and as a result, it is not possible to determine the independent impact of CCOHS. The extent of improvement in workplace conditions, attributed by users to the
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information disseminated by CCOHS, is used as a measure of the health and safety impact of CCOHS. Our analysis, based on interviews and surveys, found that the intended effects on workplace conditions do occur.

2. Potential benefits of CCOHS activities

The activities and products of CCOHS consist of information that is related to the promotion of occupational health and safety. The benefits that potentially flow from this consist of improved workplace conditions that ultimately lead to fewer illnesses, fewer injuries and fewer deaths. Reduced time loss and increased productivity are tied to these benefits. Linking improved workplace safety to any particular CCOHS product or activity does not seem feasible. However, to the extent that CCOHS information is used to promote workplace change, the ultimate social benefits and increases to productivity can be very high.

The information generated by CCOHS is distributed in a series of products that users purchase and through services made available to the public at no cost. How “valuable” are these products and services? From an economic perspective, the products that are paid for must have a value to purchasers of at least the purchase price otherwise they would not purchase the product. However, the value to society of the paid products is measured as the value of the improvement in occupational health and safety that can be attributed to them. This value to society can exceed by a large margin the private value (the amount paid for the CCOHS product) because the information, once purchased, can be used to produce safety benefits for many workers.

The value to society of the activities and products that are provided with no fee is also measured as the value of the improvement in occupational health and safety that can be attributed to them. Even though users pay no explicit price, the value to society can still be very high.

There is an extensive economics literature on the benefits of policies to make workplaces safer. These benefits come from reduced risks of injuries, illness or death and improved productivity, reduced absenteeism, increased competitiveness of Canadian enterprises and reduced health-care costs. It is important to note, however, that the benefits of the activities of CCOHS to reduce risks have many points of comparison in other government functions. That is, there are many analogies to the question of how to determine the benefits to Canadians of reduced health and safety risks in the workplace.

The most recent research results on workplace risks and the value of measures to reduce these risks indicate that the benefits of reducing these risks are much higher than had previously been estimated. Gunderson and Hyatt (2001) provide new Canadian evidence on the benefits of reducing workplace risks. Their evidence indicates that the benefits of reducing workplace risks are more than four times higher than earlier estimates. Leigh (2001) has provided related results for the United States. More specifically, the Gunderson and Hyatt estimates suggest that the benefits to society of reducing the risks that would lead to one fatality are as high as $13 million while the benefits of reducing the risks that would lead to one non-fatal injury are approximately $20,000.²

1. Injuries, fatalities and program rationale

The original rationale for CCOHS was to serve as a national centre that would contribute to reductions in occupational injuries and illnesses. This core rationale remains valid. Many sources of data could be used to support this assertion. The most frequently cited data in the literature on occupational health and safety are data dealing with occupational injuries and deaths.

The standard data sources relate occupational injuries and fatalities to the number of workers employed (the population at risk for occupational hazards). For Canada in 2003, the employed population consisted of 15.8 million persons. Of this total, approximately 349,000 suffered an injury requiring time loss from work. Occupational fatalities totaled 963.

Exhibit IV-1 shows comparative data on occupational injuries and fatalities for 2003 (the latest year for which published data are available), 1998 and 1970. There have been significant reductions in injuries and fatalities relative to numbers of workers but the numbers remain high. The reductions likely result from a variety of factors including changing technologies, better educated workers and industry initiatives together with occupational health and safety policies and programs, including the activities of CCOHS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Employees (millions)</th>
<th>Time-Loss Injuries</th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
<th>Injuries per million workers</th>
<th>Fatalities per million workers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>301,653</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>42,909</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>14.33</td>
<td>375,360</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>26,201</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>15.80</td>
<td>348,854</td>
<td>963</td>
<td>22,709</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Small and achievable reductions in risk can generate large benefits to society. An overall perspective on program rationale as it relates to injuries and fatalities can be provided by combining the data in Exhibit IV-1 with the data on the value of reducing the risks of deaths and injuries cited earlier. Note that these values were $13 million per fatality and $20,000 per non-fatal injury. Combining these data with actual fatality and injury data for 2003 from Exhibit IV-1 produces a dollar value of almost $19.5 billion from reducing the risks of all of these accidents to zero. Put differently, the cost to Canadian society of the risks leading to injuries and fatalities in 2003 was approximately $19.5 billion.

This analysis relates directly to the CCOHS rationale. If CCOHS activities, for example, were to lead to a 1% reduction in these risks, 3,448 injuries and 9.6 fatalities would be avoided. The research outlined above indicates that Canadian society would assign a value of $194 million to this reduction.
2. Economic aspects of program rationale

The economic rationale for government support of programs and activities has three sources. These are:

- A fairness or equity rationale in which particular groups in society are supported through program activities.

- An economic efficiency rationale in which the program is justified because market processes do not provide the best outcome from the point of view of society. This is generally referred to as the “market failure” rationale.

- The economic benefits of healthy workplaces in the form of improved productivity, increased competitiveness of Canadian enterprises and reduced health-care costs.

Support for CCOHS is consistent with all of these sources of rationale for the program.

The development of a formal rationale for a program such as CCOHS is the first step in the evaluation process. In the economic efficiency case, the evaluation seeks to identify market failures and then relate program activities to the market failure. That is, for the rationale to fit well, the program must undertake activities targeted to rectifying the original market failure. The evaluation has the task of determining whether program activities as they actually take place are plausibly linked to the underlying market failure that provides the rationale for the program. In the case of CCOHS, this chapter focuses on the failure of markets to provide adequate amounts of information related to occupational health and safety as the primary source of program rationale. This type of market failure is discussed in the context of the extensive literature in applied economics on the problems of information as a commodity.

In a market context, there are many ways by which users of information are able to avoid paying either entirely or an amount equal to the full value they receive from its use. The excess of the amount that a user of information would have been willing to pay relative to what is actually paid is called a spillover benefit. For example, worker A may pay to acquire safety information. Worker B then observes what worker A does to work more safely and follow A’s example. In this case, the benefits to B of using the information paid for by A constitute a spillover benefit.

Related to this example, it is clear that the safety information (used by A and B) is costly to produce and disseminate. In the above example, only one of the beneficiaries of this information contributes to its cost of production. In this context, there will be many types of information that have a value to society exceeding their costs of production that will not be produced if firms have to recover all of their costs in doing so. This is the essence of the market failure issue for information as it applies to CCOHS.

There is a related source of program rationale that focuses on the role of information related to occupational health and safety regulatory requirements. Workplaces are complex and differ from each other in a variety of ways. Governments enforce health and safety regulations but inspection is costly and even well-trained inspectors will not be as sensitive to specific workplace issues as are workers in that workplace. Providing the information essential for improving workplace health and safety to workers, managers and employers is a powerful and cost-effective mechanism and constitutes a strategy parallel to regulation and enforcement by governments in the area of promoting occupational health and safety.
Thus, the activities of CCOHS relate directly to its mandate and to the economic and related sources of rationale for the program. CCOHS promotes occupational health and safety. It acts as a national centre for the production and dissemination of health and safety information used by a large number of Canadian workers. The causal linkages from activities to outputs to program impacts and finally to overall objectives are clear and have been confirmed by the results of this evaluation.

B. PROGRAM DELIVERY

1. Program resources

The resources available to CCOHS are used to support the range of activities and products described below. Many of the resources of CCOHS support both the products that are sold and the services provided to Canadians without a fee. These services draw on the information base and expertise of CCOHS, some of which is generated in producing the products that are sold. There are, in other words, common costs associated with the paid products and the free services. Calculations elsewhere in this report show that some of the costs of providing the free services are shared with the paid products. That is, in the absence of the paid products, it would cost more to provide the free services than is now the case. Based on interviews conducted with key informants, there is widespread support for the continued provision of free services; particularly non-technical information provided to individual workers.

1. Activities and products

The activities and products of CCOHS can be summarized in the following categories:

- The Inquiries Service.
- The web site and particularly OSH Answers.
- The information products sold by CCOHS.
- Other activities including the development of information, training, research, and special projects.
- Education and training
- Supporting initiatives and programmes for compliance and for the reduction of workplace injuries and illnesses.

a) Inquiries Service

The Inquiries Service answers questions in two ways – through its person-to-person information service and through its Internet service (OSH Answers). TNS Canadian Facts conducted a survey of 226 current users of the Inquiries Service. Of the 226 respondents, 39% said that they had used the Inquiries Service at least once a month over the previous twelve months. We asked respondents how many individuals within their organization access the information provided by CCOHS. These answers showed substantial use: approximately 13% of respondents indicated that more than 100 individuals in their organization access CCOHS information.
The information obtained from the CCOHS’s Inquiries Service by respondents is put to a number of uses, the most common of which are:

- Resolving workplace issues.
- Improving health and safety programs.
- To use by occupational health and safety committees.
- For developing best practices.
- Complying with occupational health and safety regulations.
- Informing, educating or training.
- Personal use of information.

The survey responses indicate that most (74%) of the uses of CCOHS information relate to either current or future changes to the workplace that may result in improved workplace health and safety.

This study assessed key performance indicators such as timeliness, ability of staff and courtesy of staff, and the overall satisfaction with the service to provide a series of measures against which to measure the quality of the service. Respondents rated the CCOHS Inquiries Service highly for all indicators. Ratings for CCOHS are summarized in Exhibit IV-2.

**Exhibit IV-2  Level of Satisfaction with CCOHS Inquiries Service**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDICATOR</th>
<th>% satisfied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge and ability of staff</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtesy of staff</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall satisfaction</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data for CCOHS is from a survey of users conducted by TNS Canadian Facts.

Respondents were also asked about the importance of CCOHS in meeting their occupational health and safety requirements. This included a series of questions about the extent to which information products from other organizations could have been used, the relative usefulness of these
other products and whether there are occupational health and safety products not offered by CCOHS that would be useful to respondents. The main findings to emerge from these questions are:

- 26% of respondents said that other organizations could have provided alternatives to the CCOHS products that they used. 24% said that such alternative products were not available and 50% were unable to provide an answer.

- In comparing CCOHS products with potential alternatives, 29% of respondents said the alternatives were less useful than CCOHS, 9% of respondents said that alternatives were more useful, 53% said they were about the same, and 10% did not know.

- When asking about potential other products or services not offered by CCOHS that would help respondents in their work, 12% said that there were such products, 20% said there were not and 68% did not know.

- In terms of the overall importance of the CCOHS Inquiries Service in meeting the health and safety needs of their organization, 80% of respondents said that CCOHS was either very important or important.

- For the Inquiries Service, most of the measures shown above compare favourably with the results of the previous evaluation. In the case of the overall satisfaction rating for the Inquiries Service, the level is lower although still above the level for the sample of Federal departments. This overall satisfaction score is the result of separate question, not an average of other scores. Note also that the different surveying formats (telephone in 2000 versus internet survey, including e-mail inquirers in 2005) may be related to these results.

Other products provided by CCOHS for which there is no charge include The Health and Safety Report. This report is a monthly electronic newsletter that has provided current occupational health and safety news since its inception in January 2003. The Health and Safety Report is another product that serves CCOHS’ mandate to provide unbiased, relevant information to all Canadians that supports responsible decision-making and promotes safe and healthy working environments. TNS Canadian Facts did not survey readers at this time but CCOHS did conduct a readership survey of its 8,000 subscribers that was published in June 2005.

Key findings of the readership survey conducted by CCOHS are as follows:

- Over three quarters of subscribers are Canadian with the United States accounting for approximately 5% of total subscribers.

- Approximately 90% of respondents were either satisfied or very satisfied with the readability of this publication.

- Two thirds said that they use the report to implement workplace changes.

- Approximately 90% of respondents share the Report with at least one other co-worker and nearly 70% share the report with four or more people. On average, the Report is shared with just over 20 co-workers implying a reach of this publication of approximately 165,000 readers.
Over 85% of readers said that the Report provides value to them in their work.

b) Information products sold by CCOHS

CCOHS markets a wide range of products in a variety of formats. The major products of CCOHS are described in Chapter III. The information products sold by CCOHS consist of pay for use web products, pay for use DVD/CDs and print publications. TNS Canadian Facts conducted a survey of 262 current purchasers of these products. Of the 262 respondents, more than half had been purchasing the product or service for more than three years. We asked respondents how many individuals within their organization access the information purchased from CCOHS. These answers showed substantial use: approximately 12% of respondents indicated that more than 100 individuals in their organization access the information purchased from CCOHS.

The CCOHS products purchased by respondents are put to a number of uses, the most common of which are:

- Preparing MSDSs.
- Gathering information on workplace chemicals.
- Resolving workplace issues.
- Improving health and safety programs.
- For use by occupational health and safety committees.
- Developing best practices.
- Complying with occupational health and safety regulations.
- Informing, educating or training.

Respondents who purchased CCOHS products or services were asked to rate CCOHS products in terms of a series of performance indicators such as timeliness, clarity, usefulness and the overall satisfaction with the service to provide a series of measures against which to measure the quality of the service. Respondents rated CCOHS products quite highly for all indicators. Ratings for CCOHS products are summarized in Exhibit IV-3.
The results in Exhibit IV-2 and IV-3 show very high levels of user satisfaction. In order to provide a better assessment of the level of satisfaction of CCOHS clients, a benchmark was needed. The Treasury Board and the Canadian Centre for Management Development have developed a Common Measurement Tool (CMT) that is intended for use by federal departments and agencies in assessing their level of client satisfaction and for comparing their results to those of other departments and agencies providing similar services.

Benchmarks of client satisfaction used for comparing the level of satisfaction with CCOHS products and services for this report appear in Citizens First 2000 (Erin Research). Erin Research asked survey participants to rate services they had used in the past year using a five point scale where 1 is “very poor,” 5 is “very good,” and 3 is “neutral.” A total of 17 federal departments and agencies were rated in this way with a mean score of 61. According to Citizens First 2000 service providers should assess their performance against other providers of similar services rather than against overall aggregates. In order to do this TNS used Health Canada Information Services and Information Services (in general) as the basis for comparison; the mean score for these two services was 56. We believe these provide a similar product/service to CCOHS – namely information. This benchmark information is only available for assessing the overall level of satisfaction.

Other key performance indicators assessed in the CMT include timeliness, knowledgeable/competent staff, and courtesy of service. Citizens First summarizes the results of ratings made by 6,040 respondents and aggregates ratings of federal, provincial and municipal services. Comparisons made with CCOHS should be viewed with some caution since different types of services are being compared and the Erin Research results are not contemporaneous with our 2005 surveys. Nevertheless, in the absence of other benchmarks they serve to illustrate the comparative level of satisfaction with CCOHS products and services with regard to timeliness, ability of staff and courtesy of staff. CCOHS exceeds a sample of Federal departments on these measures by substantial amounts.

In terms of value for money, 96% of respondents who could answer this question said that CCOHS products were above average value for money or average value. Approximately one third of all respondents to this question put CCOHS in the category of above average value for money.

Respondents were also asked about the importance of CCOHS in meeting their occupational health and safety requirements. This included a series of questions about the extent to which products

---

**Exhibit IV-3 Level of Satisfaction with CCOHS Products (% of respondents indicating either very satisfied or satisfied)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDICATOR</th>
<th>% satisfied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall satisfaction</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data for CCOHS is from a survey of users conducted by TNS Canadian Facts.
from other organizations could have been used, the relative usefulness of these other products and whether there are occupational health and safety products not offered by CCOHS that would be useful to respondents. The main findings to emerge from these questions are:

- 42% of respondents said that other organizations could have provided alternatives to the CCOHS products that they purchased. 23% said that such alternative products were not available and 35% were unable to provide an answer.

- In comparing CCOHS products with potential alternatives, 21% of respondents said the alternatives were less useful than CCOHS, 8% of respondents said that alternatives were more useful, 59% said they were about the same, and 12% did not know.

- In asking about potential other products or services not offered by CCOHS that would help respondents in their work, 15% said that there were such products, 25% said there were not and 60% did not know.

- In terms of the overall importance of CCOHS in meeting the health and safety needs of their organization, 78% of respondents said that CCOHS was either very important or important.

These findings suggest that CCOHS information is highly regarded by its varied clients. In comparison with earlier evaluation work for CCOHS, the paid products results continue to show high satisfaction results for all measures. For the Inquiries Service, most of the measures compare favourably with the results of the previous evaluation. The only exception that CCOHS may wish to pursue deals with the overall satisfaction rating for the Inquiries Service (in Exhibit IV-2). Although still above the level for the sample of Federal departments, the score is lower than in previous evaluations. Note that the overall satisfaction score is the result of separate question, not an average of other scores. Note also that the different surveying formats (telephone in 2000 versus internet survey in 2005) may be related to these results.

c) Web site

The CCOHS web site is extremely active. Data collected by CCOHS indicate approximately 1.4 million annual unique visitors to the main site, logging over 3 million sessions. In addition, there are four million annual requests for information to OSH Answers. Traffic measures by themselves do not reveal the potential impacts of web site use. Our survey of the users of the CCOHS web site, however, provides additional perspective on the potential impact. Survey respondents indicated that the main reason (in order of frequency of mentions) they came to the CCOHS web site were to:

- Locate information about workplace hazards.
- Find information about injury and illness prevention.
- Locate information about hazard controls.
- Locate information about chemicals or MSDSs.
- Locate information about developing health and safety programs.
Respondents said that they were relatively successful in finding what they required on the CCOHS web site. Among respondents, 41% found what they wanted on the CCOHS site, another 6% found related useful information, only 2% said they did not find what they wanted and 50% said they were still looking at the time of the web survey.

The information that respondents found on the CCOHS web site was being used most frequently for the following purposes:

- Providing information for education or training purposes (15%).
- Resolving workplace issues (14%).
- Improving health and safety programs (12%).
- Developing best practices (11%).
- Complying with occupational health and safety regulations (10%).

As noted above, attributing actual health and safety improvements to CCOHS is difficult. However, indirect evidence is provided from responses to the web survey. Respondents were asked how many people in their organization could or would benefit from the CCOHS information. Among respondents, 26% said that 1-10 persons would benefit, 36% said between 11 and 100 persons, 20% said 101 to 500 persons would benefit and 19% said that more than 500 would benefit. More details on the reach of CCOHS are provided below. The most frequently mentioned job responsibilities of respondents providing this information were safety (28%), industrial hygiene/medical (14%) and regulatory compliance (6%).

d) Interviews with Key Informants

Interviews were conducted with 20 key informants representing a range of CCOHS stakeholders, including business, labour, government, and non-governmental organizations. Respondents belonged primarily to Canadian organizations, although one international respondent was included. Most interviewees (85%) were direct users of CCOHS products and services, and six were past or present members of the Council of Governors.

Respondents were first asked to describe the CCOHS products and services used within their organization. The most frequently cited products used were OSH Answers, CHEMINFO, MSDS products, Inquiries Services, and the website in general. A small number of respondents had contracted CCOHS to do specialized work for them (i.e. creating an OHS website, specialized publications). Others reported using the CD-ROMs, database subscriptions, mailing list for OHS professionals, ergonomic guides, poison control centre databases, and links to international websites.

CCOHS products and services were normally used as reference tools to answer client or employee questions, but were also used in provincial/territorial libraries, and in support of regulatory enforcement work, product development, best practice development and training sessions. A few interviewees reported using CCOHS products and services in support of research projects.

Most interviewees reported sourcing OHS materials from other organizations when CCOHS did not itself offer the necessary product. These materials were primarily safety publications, including books, magazines (e.g. OHS Canada), health and safety journals, and videos (e.g. Summit). Respondents also accessed information related to standards, regulations, codes of practice, best
practices, electronic learning, and toxicity databases. These materials were accessed directly from the companies that produce them, through other provincial health and safety organizations, Canadian Standards Association (CSA), CGSB Canadian Government Standards, and American organizations such as National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) and Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).

Generally, organizations’ use of CCOHS products and services has been constant over time, as only one-third of respondents reported a change. Of these, about half commented that their usage of CCOHS products and services had increased, while the rest felt it had declined. Those who reported increased use of the products and services offered varying reasons for this change, including an increased awareness of and interest in the products and services CCOHS provides. Decreases in use were principally attributed to increased fees or to the increased accessibility of free information over the Internet.

Most respondents felt that CCOHS’ products and services had met their organizations’ needs quite well, one describing them as “cheap, efficient, good reference points.” Others noted that the CCOHS products and services are credible, unbiased, and good resources for employees. As CCOHS is a neutral source of information, organizations do not have to validate its products and services, in contrast with information received from organizations perceived to be less independent.

Generally, CCOHS products and services are perceived to address needs not met by other information sources. In particular, the listserve of OHS professionals, chemical products (i.e. MSDS Management Service, CHEMpendium), and databases are resources unique to CCOHS. CCOHS is also perceived to have a “single source advantage,” in that a multitude of different products and services are available through CCOHS, whereas other organizations might only offer a certain type of product. A small number of respondents noted that free information is increasingly available on-line.

Respondents also provided suggestions for improvements to the products and services offered by CCOHS, centering on issues of cost, new products or services, and operations:

- Several suggested that CCOHS offer products more inexpensively, or free of charge, in order to prevent the Canadian public from using unreliable but free sources of information.

- Others suggested new products or services, including online self-based training (i.e. WHMIS training), more informational CD-ROMs, more publications and booklets, and more detailed information on regulations.

- A small number suggested that CCOHS focus on operational issues, such as strengthening its international reputation, facilitating cross-regional knowledge exchange, taking a leadership role in OHS-related theme weeks, and recruiting a larger research staff.

In general, interviewees believed CCOHS has a strong reputation within Canada. OHS experts, professional leadership, unions, workers and employers with health and safety committees tend to be quite familiar with CCOHS. This high level of awareness was attributed primarily to CCOHS’ own efforts, such as partnerships it has forged with other organizations (i.e. Safe Communities Foundation), and the high level of visibility maintained by key CCOHS officers. Some respondents, however, commented that “provincial health and safety organizations and CCOHS are the best kept secret at the workplace level,” as the general Canadian public tends not to be aware of
CCOHS. In particular, interviewees mentioned that awareness of CCOHS is quite low in Canada’s North and West.

Within Canada, CCOHS is best known for the “easy to access, clear, accurate and useful” information it provides. In fact, one respondent enthusiastically described the centre as a “national asset.” Respondents noted that CCOHS does a good job of synthesizing research findings into unbiased information products that are useful and easy to understand for health and safety professionals, employers and workers alike.

CCOHS also possesses a strong international reputation. It is perceived as one of the world’s leading sources of OHS information, with a higher level of recognition than many other OHS national institutions. According to one respondent, this strong reputation “speaks to the credibility of the product and respect for the institutional model.” Europe, US, Mexico, Brazil, South Africa were all noted specifically as users of CCOHS products and services. A small number of respondents were either unsure about CCOHS’ international reputation, or did not think it is very well known. Based on interview responses, it appears that at high levels, CCOHS has a strong international reputation, but at the lower echelons of management, international OHS professionals are frequently unfamiliar with CCOHS.

Internationally, CCOHS is known for two things: the quality of the products and services available, and the international accessibility of its work. The information available through CCOHS “based on the best knowledge from the best institutions around the world,” and CCOHS is known as a “one-stop shop for international regulations” and links to international websites. CCOHS is also distinguished by its international collaborative work, and the online accessibility of its products, including particularly its Spanish translations.

All interviewees agreed that CCOHS has contributed strongly to the development and dissemination of knowledge, one noting that CCOHS is the “best source of information on established risks to workers’ health.” CCOHS is also known as a source of information on non-regulated topics, such as shift work. By providing accessible information products that synthesize recent research, including international research sources (e.g. WHO, UN), CCOHS has clearly increased the amount of information available, and has therefore contributed to the growth of knowledge of OHS among Canadians.

Most respondents felt, however, that CCOHS has not contributed to the growth of research in OHS. Some interviewees noted that in the past, CCOHS had been actively engaged in research, but that more recently it has gravitated towards being primarily an information provider. It was suggested that by increasing the level of knowledge, CCOHS is likely indirectly contributing to the growth of research. Many believed that conducting pure research is outside CCOHS’ mandate, and were therefore not concerned by the perception that CCOHS has not actively contributed to a growth in OHS research.

CCOHS is generally believed to have improved workplace safety practices. By making information about workplace hazards and best practices available to companies, workplace health and safety committees, activists and unions, CCOHS has helped workplaces modify their safety practices, and has generally improved awareness of workplace health and safety issues. Some evidence of this positive impact was cited, including a decreased injury rate, increased enforcement of health and safety regulations, and improved quality of life. A few respondents, however, pointed out that since workplace safety is a combination of many factors, it is difficult to isolate CCOHS’ contribution.
Most respondents felt that CCOHS has been quite effective in facilitating partnerships among workers, unions and government with respect to OHS. This success was attributed primarily to two factors: CCOHS’ tripartite board structure, and its dissemination of information.

- Stakeholder interaction at the board level was credited with facilitating high-level partnerships. By discussing a typically provincial concern at the national level, CCOHS enables stakeholders to abandon traditionally adversarial roles. The tripartite structure also demonstrates that CCOHS’ information products are truly impartial.

- By providing workers with access to OHS information, CCOHS enables workers to interact more knowledgeably with management. Some also credited CCOHS conferences with partnership development, since they provide an opportunity for stakeholders to exchange knowledge in a non-confrontational setting.

A small number of respondents argued that, although it may facilitate high-level partnerships, CCOHS has not affected relationships at the workplace level.

The issue of charging for products and services is important for CCOHS because of the nature of the information and the nature of the organization. Respondents were therefore asked several questions regarding the policy of charging for CCOHS products and services.

About half the interviewees believed that the current charges for products and services limit the accessibility of the information; the rest believed it has little impact. Those who felt the charges limit accessibility perceived the cost barrier to be most significant for workers, small and medium sized employers, health and safety committees, unions and students. These users frequently have only modest budgets, and may not be able to afford the information they need. Others felt that the current prices attached to CCOHS products and services do not inhibit accessibility, as government, larger companies, associations, and other organizations can usually afford the information. Furthermore, since so much information provided by CCOHS is free, that those who require more specialized information are generally in the position where they can afford to pay for it.

Nearly all interviewees felt that increasing existing fees or adding new fees would inhibit the accessibility of CCOHS’ products and services. They suggested that users with fixed budgets might be unable to afford the increased prices, and workers would become even more dependent on employers for access to this information. Many believed the reaction of users would be to look elsewhere for cheaper products, or to stop using the products altogether. These respondents argued that since CCOHS is a national, publicly funded service, its first priority should be accessibility. A small number of respondents, however, felt that charging more for products whose costs are not currently covered would have little effect on accessibility. They felt consumers would not react negatively to justifiable price increases, and that those purchasing this type of specialized information (i.e. databases) accessible only through CCOHS would likely continue to pay for it, even at higher rates.

The general opinion among respondents is that it is “critical” for CCOHS to provide an extensive range of services for free. Many pointed out that CCOHS has a mandate to provide Canadians with current and accessible information on occupational health and safety, and argued that, to satisfy this mandate, CCOHS must provide free access to its information products. Others felt that CCOHS products and services should be provided for free for the sake of workers, unions and small businesses who require this information in order to create and maintain safe and healthy work environments.
In terms of establishing a proper balance between for-fee and for-free products, the dominant opinion was that products for workers and small businesses should be freely accessible, while larger companies may be charged for products and services. Most believed that specialized collaborative services should also be provided on a for-fee basis. In particular, items of direct benefit to workers, small business and the general public should be free, such as “tip sheets,” WHMIS information and the CCOHS pocket guides. One respondent suggested that to determine which information should be free, CCOHS could ask itself “what can benefit workers on the shop floor?” Any corresponding products or services should then be offered free of charge.

Others maintained that all information should be provided for free, arguing that CCOHS “can’t sacrifice [its] principles to raise money.” These respondents pointed out that not everyone who needs the information would be able to afford it (i.e. SMEs), and that it is difficult to distinguish between those who can and cannot afford to pay. Some interviewees were concerned that many workplaces would forego the information altogether, thereby limiting CCOHS’ ability to positively influence workplace health and safety. One respondent suggested that CCOHS could address the issue of cost by charging only for hard copies of information (i.e. paper products, CD-ROMs), while making all information available for free electronically.

Some interviewees noted that the issue of cost-recovery raises fundamental questions regarding CCOHS’ mandate, objectives, and target market. If CCOHS’ objective is to reach workers, increasing fees could inhibit the achievement of this mandate. On the other hand, if CCOHS’ objective is to reach companies, increasing fees might be an acceptable action.

Most interviewees felt that government funding, both provincial and federal, should be key in covering the costs not covered by sales. In particular, it was felt that the federal government should take primary responsibility for funding the centre. Many argued that since the federal government had created CCOHS and had provided it with a mandate, the federal government should therefore be responsible for ensuring that CCOHS has the necessary funds to operate. Some also noted that the federal government has a duty to “safeguard the health and safety of working Canadians.” It was believed that the only way for CCOHS to meet its mandate effectively would be if it had some steady source of funding upon which it could rely, such as a federal government endowment. For the sake of comparison, one respondent commented that in many countries, of a similar size as Canada, the level of annual funding for a national OHS organization is between $50 and $100 million dollars.

Interviewees agreed that provincial governments should also make some contribution to CCOHS, but at a lower level than the federal government. It was observed that some provincial governments already contribute to CCOHS’ operations, and should continue to do so at the same level. Others felt that the provinces could probably afford to contribute more. A small number of respondents suggested analysing the extent to which each province uses CCOHS, and creating contribution agreements that reflect the levels of usage.

A small number of respondents advocated pursuing partnerships with business and industry, through collaborative arrangements. This was primarily because these respondents thought it highly unlikely that government, either federal or provincial, would increase its contributions.

C. IMPACTS AND EFFECTS

The logical links relating CCOHS programs and activities to improved workplace outcomes are clear. CCOHS assembles and disseminates information on health and safety. Some of this
information is directed to workers who are dealing with a workplace issue and seek information from the Inquiries Service and/or the web site. The results of this evaluation confirm that many individual workers use CCOHS to provide them with assistance on a specific workplace health or safety issue. There is strong support for the continuation of this free service. The CCOHS information products that are sold also have direct application in the workplace. Our survey results show frequent use of these products by many people in the organisations that purchase them. The entire range of workplace partners—workers, their unions, employers and governments use CCOHS information products to promote occupational health and safety.

We base the assertion of widespread use of CCOHS information on several sources of evaluation evidence. This evidence consists of survey data from customers, users of the Inquiries Service, users of the web site and key informants. Evidence from these sources provides a consistent picture of widespread use of CCOHS health and safety information. Although these data cannot be linked to accident or illness data, the widespread and frequent use of CCOHS information implies that there will be important workplace impacts.

The interviews with key informants confirm the data from the surveys that imply important workplace impacts of CCOHS. Interviews were conducted with 20 key informants from a range of organizations representing business, labour, government and non-governmental organizations. Key informants were chosen based on their involvement in the OHS community internationally and within Canada.

Ideally, the analysis of program impacts would relate the logical program linkages to actual outcome data. We know that the use of appropriate information on safe workplace practices will reduce risks. This evaluation has generated substantial data on the use of CCOHS information. Exhibit IV-4 summarizes this information on the reach of CCOHS in the workplace. These data indicate that there can be little reasonable doubt about its widespread use. However, in our view, any attempt to directly link specific information sources with specific reductions in occupational accidents and illness would not be credible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persons using within Organization</th>
<th>Web</th>
<th>Inquiries Service</th>
<th>Paid Products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-100</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101-500</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 500</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. COST-EFFECTIVENESS AND PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES

From the point of view of its customers, the products sold by CCOHS represent good value for money and can be described as cost-effective investments. The savings in time costs for health and safety professionals who would have to access information in other ways appear to be substantial. According to respondents, the costs of CCOHS products compare favourably with those of competing products.
Like most other information providers, CCOHS has substantial fixed costs associated with developing and maintaining data bases. These fixed costs are necessary to generate and keep current the information that is sold in the form of CCOHS products and to provide the information base for the Inquiries Service and the web site services that are provided free of charge. Again as is the standard case with information, the high fixed costs of producing information stand in contrast to the relatively low marginal cost of distributing the information.

From a public sector perspective, the further question related to cost-effectiveness is the extent to which CCOHS represents a cost-effective use of the tax dollars provided to it. This question is a difficult one on which to provide a definitive answer because this approach to cost-effectiveness requires information on the value of the complete set of services provided by CCOHS. This evaluation indicates that the value of these services is likely to be high. There are many users of the substantial quantities of occupational health and safety information produced and disseminated by CCOHS. It is our assessment that CCOHS produces very large quantities of useful information for a relatively modest public expenditure. However, the attribution problem, discussed earlier, means that we cannot pinpoint cost-effectiveness in terms of societal value for money. That is, we know only the expenditure on CCOHS, not the value of its services in dollar terms.
A. CONTEXT FOR PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

Our approach to the development of performance measurement is based on the view that performance measurement is a tool to enable better performance management. In this context, performance management is the means by which performance against objectives is reviewed, using appropriate performance measurement information, and decisions made regarding direction, required actions and resource allocations. Related and supporting elements include alignment of lower-level programs with the overall strategic direction, risk management systems and knowledge management processes.

Performance measurement is critical to the functioning of the performance management framework. An effective performance measurement system should, ideally, be able to:

- Provide information and insight for strategy formulation.
- Inform management decision-making and performance monitoring regarding the functioning of key processes and achievement of strategic outputs and outcomes.
- Enable accountabilities to be defined and allocated, and performance to be assessed.
- Provide evidence and information for use in policy analysis and advice, and external reporting to stakeholders.
- Enable cause-and-effect relationships to be characterized and validated.
- Performance measurement information only has value if it is used. From a strategic management perspective, there are at least four key areas in which information generated by the performance measurement system should be used:
  - Regular reviews of performance against objectives and desired outcomes, including the determination of responses to performance gaps or emerging opportunities, issues and risks.
  - Periodic strategic reviews and updates conducted as part of an organization’s ongoing strategy formulation process.
  - Preparation of performance reports and presentation of key results information to employees, clients, and stakeholders, such as Parliamentary Committees.
  - Analysis of policy issues and options, and formulation of policy advice to Ministers, Cabinet, Deputy Ministers, central agencies, other departments, etc.

The development of performance measurement systems should also be responsive to the requirement of the RMAF (Results-Based Management and Accountability Framework) policy to monitor how policies, programs and initiatives are progressing, and to use such information for reporting on the achievement of planned results and outcomes. As such, the performance
measurement strategy should provide managers with knowledge they require in order to manage their policy, program or initiative on an ongoing basis. It can provide reassurance that outcomes are unfolding as expected, or can serve as an early warning that the planned results are not occurring (which could lead to a decision for additional research to determine root causes and contributory factors).

B. FEATURES OF THE CURRENT APPROACH TO PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

CCOHS’ current strategic performance measurement and reporting activity is primarily used to support:

- Regular reporting to the Council of Governors, via periodic reports by the President/CEO. Information presented in these reports is organized by thirteen Performance Areas that provide the structure for CCOHS’ annual operational and budgetary planning, and which can also be mapped back to the Centre’s main service lines:
  - Inquiries
  - OSH Answers
  - Publications
  - Databases – Chemical
  - Databases – General
  - Legislation Service
  - Tailored Services
  - Illness and Injury Prevention
  - Training and Education
  - Communications
  - Stakeholder Relations
  - MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheets)
  - Infrastructure

- Annual reporting to external stakeholders and Parliament, via the Annual Report, Departmental Performance Report (DPR) and Report on Plans and Priorities (RPP). Reporting to Parliament is guided by the parameters of the Results for Canadians initiative, which falls under the ambit of Treasury Board Secretariat. The focus in this reporting is on performance against five Strategic Outcomes set for CCOHS’ program: occupational health and safety information development, delivery services and tripartite collaboration (labour, business and F/P/T government partners). The five Strategic Outcomes, as defined in the 2005-06 Report on Plans and Priorities are:
  - Provide Canadians with (OHS) information.
  - Accessibility and availability of (OHS) information for Canadians.
  - Global advancement in health and safety.
  - Unbiased and impartial (information) to maintain confidence of stakeholders.
  - Education (and training, to increase Canadian students’ knowledge of OHS, and to increase understanding and application of OHS information in the workplace).
In reviewing the structure and content of performance reporting in these areas it was apparent to us that the Centre’s strategic performance measurement and reporting is more concerned with the performance of activities and their outputs and less so with results achieved. In other words, it provides information and statistics on activities undertaken or in progress and outputs generated, but only limited information relating to the results that flow from the dissemination of OHS information and provision of OHS training, and application of such knowledge in the Canadian workplace. This point is illustrated in the following section, when the current approach is compared to a proposed new framework for performance measurement.

C. PROPOSED FOUNDATION FOR FUTURE PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

We believe that CCOHS would benefit from a more strategic approach to performance measurement and reporting, that overlays (and complements) the more operational focus of reporting related to the thirteen Performance Areas listed above and the activity/output orientation in the annual performance reports to Parliament. This approach should provide CCOHS’ management and stakeholders with a clearer understanding of the way in which it utilizes the resources available to delivers on the Centre’s mandate to enhance the physical and mental health of the working people.

To that end, we propose that CCOHS utilize a logic model summarizing the focus of, and relationships between, CCOHS’ Activities, Reach (i.e., targeted user groups, intermediaries and partners), Outputs, anticipated Key Results and longer-term Impacts. This logic model can then provide the basis for the selection of strategic performance measures and a greater results-based focus in its performance reports to the Council of Governors and Parliament. Logic models are used to summarize the overall rationale and design of programs, and to facilitate the development of performance measurement and evaluation strategies. An effective logic model is one that summarizes, and demonstrates, causal relationships between resources deployed, activities performed and results to be achieved. Exhibit V-1 presents the proposed logic model for CCOHS, which is based on insights from the program evaluation analysis and our review of the current performance reports.

The logic model proposes four inter-dependent Key Results:

- **Application of OHS information and knowledge to improve workplace practices.**
- **Increased awareness and understanding of OHS issues in the workplace,** which recognizes the need to build awareness of the importance of OHS and the benefits of reduced workplace risks.
- **Easy access to OHS information and services,** which recognizes the importance of ease of access and use of information for prospective users.
- **Partial recovery of operating costs to sustain financial viability,** relating to the expectation that CCOHS should recover approximately 50% of its operating costs through user fees and thereby help to maintain or improve its information products, supporting technical infrastructure, and coverage of targeted user groups.

These proposed outcomes are achieved through the operation of a technical infrastructure for the assembly, storage and distribution of CCOHS’ five different types of Outputs:
• Free OHS information products.
• More tailored priced OHS information and products.
• Collaborative projects.
• Information sharing conferences and workshops.
• OHS education and training.

If the current set of Strategic Outcomes covered in the DPR/RPP process is overlaid on the proposed logic model (as shown in Exhibit V-2) it is apparent that more of the Centre’s reporting to external stakeholders focuses on operational activities, with proportionately less attention paid to outputs and key results. There is also some overlap between the current strategic outcomes, particularly for: *Provide Canadians with information* and *Accessibility and availability of information for Canadians.*
Exhibit V-1  CCOHS logic model

Inputs  Activities  Reach/Targets  Outputs Received  Key Results  Impacts

96 FTEs
Develop/maintain infrastructure for information dissemination and knowledge transfer
Stakeholder consultation regarding OHS needs
Undertake collaborative projects on OHS needs and issues
Develop & maintain OHS information products
Disseminate free and priced OHS information
Develop and deliver OHS education and training
Promote OHS awareness and understanding
Market OHS information and services
Maintain key stakeholder partnerships

Potential workplace entrants
OHS and Health Care Professionals
Workers and Managers
Employers
Intermediaries: Unions, Industry associations, Professional bodies, Educational institutions
Regulatory agencies: Workers Comp. Boards, Provincial Labour Ministries

Free OHS information products
More tailored, priced OHS information products
Collaborative projects
Information sharing, conferences and workshops
OHS education and training

Application of OHS information and knowledge to improve workplace practices
Increased awareness and understanding of OHS issues in the workplace
Easy access to OHS information and services
Partial recovery of costs to sustain financial viability

Enhanced physical and mental health of working people

Inputs
$4.3 million
Respendable Revenue
$4.54 million
Gov. of Can.

Outputs
Enhanced physical and mental health of working people
Application of OHS information and knowledge to improve workplace practices
Increased awareness and understanding of OHS issues in the workplace
Easy access to OHS information and services
Partial recovery of costs to sustain financial viability

Key Results
Impacts
Exhibit V-2  Current focus in CCOHS’ strategic performance reporting

Accessibility & availability of information for Canadians

- 96 FTEs

Global advancement in health & safety

- Potential

Provide Canadians with information

- Application of OHS information and knowledge to improve workplace practices

Unbiased & impartial to maintain confidence of stakeholders

- $4.3 million
- $4.54 million Gov. of Can.

Outputs

- Key Results
- Impacts

Inputs

- Activities
- Reach/Targets
- Reach/Targets

Inputs

- Reach/Targets
- Reach/Targets

Reach/Targets

- Enhanced physical and mental health of working people

Key Results

- Enhanced physical and mental health of working people

Impacts

- Enhanced physical and mental health of working people

Outputs

- More tailored, priced OHS information products
- Application of OHS information and knowledge to improve workplace practices
- Easy access to OHS information and services
- Partial recovery of costs to sustain financial viability

Activities

- Undertake collaborative projects on OHS needs and issues
- Stakeholder consultation regarding OHS needs
- Develop and maintain OHS information products
- Disseminate free and priced OHS information
- Promote OHS awareness
- Develop and deliver OHS education and training
- Market OHS information and services
- Maintain key stakeholder partnerships
- OHS education and training

Intermediaries:

- Unions
- Industry associations
- Professional bodies
- Educational institutions
- Regulatory agencies
- Workers' Compensation Boards
- Provincial Labour Ministries

Workers

- Employers
- Workers and Managers

Stakeholders

- Potential workplace entrants
- Regulatory agencies:
  - Workers' Compensation Boards
  - Provincial Labour Ministries
  - OHS and Health Care Professionals
  - Professional bodies
  - Educational institutions
  - Industry associations
  - Unions

- Free OHS information products
- More tailored, priced OHS information products
- Collaborative projects
- Information sharing conferences and workshops
- OHS education and training

Education

- Impacts
- Key Results
- Outputs
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D. PROPOSED FOCUS FOR CCOHS’ STRATEGIC PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT AND REPORTING

A shift to a results orientation in CCOHS’ strategic performance measurement should provide the Council of Governors and external stakeholders with a better understanding of the extent to which intended results are being achieved or are influenced by intervening barriers or enabling factors.

Typically, organizations have to deal with the issue of “how few” performance measures are needed, not “how many”. Experience with performance measurement systems at other public and private organizations suggests that the ideal is to have no more than about 3–5 distinct performance measures for each intended Key Result. These measures may be quantitative or qualitative. Development of such a system for CCOHS can be facilitated by a number of actions by the Centre’s management to further develop or refine the logic model and associated suite of performance measures to ensure they capture the central essence of CCOHS’s operations and intended results. These steps involve:

• Confirming, or further refining, the Centre’s Key Results with CCOHS management and the Council of Governors.

• Identifying, or confirming, critical success factors for the achievement of intended Key Results and supporting Outputs. (A critical success factor (CSF) is something—either positive or negative—that plays a primary role in determining targeted results. A CSF may be internal, e.g., the efficient functioning of major business processes, or external, e.g., awareness of the organization and its products and services. External CSFs may not be directly controllable but should be capable of being influenced or managed.)

• Identifying, or confirming, strategic initiatives that respond to the CSFs and are intended to lead to improvements in the effectiveness or efficiency of the Centre, and as such, warrant monitoring as part of the performance management process.

• Selecting a set of performance measures that provide timely and cost-effective information to:
  • Enable CCOHS’ management and Council of Governors to assess if CCOHS is heading in the right direction and at the right rate.
  • Inform external stakeholders about the results achieved and CCOHS’ ability to influence OHS practices.

A further consideration in the selection of results measures is the need to demonstrate, to the extent possible, the contributions that CCOHS activities make to the application of OHS information and knowledge to improve workplace practices in Canada.

Performance measurement at the operational level is more likely to be concerned with the performance of key processes and activities (that underpin or drive the achievement of the intended Key Results), and outputs generated. In other words, operational performance management is more focused on those things that management is able to control while strategic performance management is more concerned with the results achieved and overall direction of the business.
Exhibit V-3 proposes a starting point for the development and confirmation of a suite of strategic performance measures for CCOHS, based on the Key Results proposed in the logic model, and the types of critical success factors that appear to be shaping CCOHS’ performance. The CSFs and proposed measures presented in Exhibit V-3 are based on the findings from our analysis and need further critical review and development, drawing upon management’s knowledge and understanding of the way CCOHS’ business works in practice, to ensure that performance measurement and reporting “measures what really matters”.

The suggested performance measures combine measures of reach among targeted user groups, outputs produced and results achieved, as well as measures of the Centre’s ability to generate cost recovery revenues and manage operating costs. The data required for these measures would need to come from combinations of internally generated data, such as cost, revenue and sales tracking data; and external sources, such as surveys of users and potential users of CCOHS’ products and services, and feedback from stakeholders. Further development of the performance measurement framework also needs to take the ease, or difficulty (and costs), of collecting and compiling the desired information.

We recommend that CCOHS use the proposed logic model and associated performance measures as the basis for a revised performance measurement framework to support performance reporting to Parliament in the annual Departmental Performance Report, and to the Council of Governors. We believe that this alternative approach will provide a clearer focus on Key Results and, by inference, the impact on occupational health and safety in the work place. The proposed logic model and associated strategic performance measures presented in this report provide a starting point for this framework. Further review and development of the framework by CCOHS’ management will be necessary to ensure that it closely reflects the organization’s key priorities and practicalities involved in collecting or generating the required performance data.
**Proposed Performance Measurement Framework**

**Exhibit V-3  Starting point for a new CCOHS strategic performance measurement framework**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed Key Results</th>
<th>Critical Success Factors</th>
<th>Possible Performance Measures</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
<th>Data Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Application of OHS information and knowledge to improve workplace practices</td>
<td>♦ Application of information and knowledge from CCOHS’ products and services in the workplace</td>
<td>♦ Trends in the volume of demand for CCOHS products and services.</td>
<td>Volume of information distributed and numbers of users — estimates of the numbers of primary recipients of information plus workers benefiting from such information — provides an indication of the influence of CCOHS' outputs. Comparisons of the numbers of users/ beneficiaries provides an indication of relative impacts.</td>
<td>Internally generated — customer management and sales tracking and reporting systems. Externally generated — periodic surveys of target user groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>♦ Provision of unbiased, high quality OHS information</td>
<td>♦ Satisfaction with the quality, value/ applicability and impartiality of information received amongst users of CCOHS products/services.</td>
<td>Measures of satisfaction provide evidence of the extent to which CCOHS information meets user needs, and the credibility of CCOHS as a source for OHS information.</td>
<td>Externally generated — periodic surveys of target user groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Increased awareness and understanding of OHS issues in the workplace</td>
<td>♦ High levels of awareness of OHS risks in the workplace</td>
<td>♦ Awareness of key OSH issues among key targets for CCOHS’ products/services and extent to which these issues are seen to be relevant to their workplaces.</td>
<td>Provides evidence of the extent to which target user groups (spanning both users and potential users of CCOHS products/services) are aware of key OSH risks and feel they need to improve their management of such risks.</td>
<td>Externally generated — periodic surveys of target user groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>♦ High levels of awareness of CCOHS products and services.</td>
<td>♦ Awareness among target user groups of: - CCOHS. - CCOHS products and services.</td>
<td>Provides evidence of the extent to which CCOHS’ marketing and communications activities have reached target user groups and developed/ reinforced awareness, as a foundation for information transfer, knowledge development and application.</td>
<td>Externally generated — periodic surveys of target user groups.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. “Users” are defined as the initial, or primary, recipient of information from CCOHS plus other recipients/users who receive the information from the primary recipient.

2. “Beneficiaries” are defined as the estimated numbers of people employed in the workplace who benefit from the use/application of CCOHS information.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed Key Results</th>
<th>Critical Success Factors</th>
<th>Possible Performance Measures</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
<th>Data Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convenient access to, and retrieval of, OHS information.</td>
<td>Satisfaction with ease of access to, and retrieval of OHS information among users, by type of distribution method (telephone, web, subscription service, etc.).</td>
<td>Users must be able to find the information they need before they can absorb and apply it. Ease of access and perceived value of information products often depends as much on such qualitative features as timeliness/responsiveness of service, knowledge of customer contact staff as well as the ease of use of supporting technologies, such as the organization and presentation of information on web sites. Complaint data provides a partial indicator of satisfaction levels.</td>
<td>Externally generated — periodic surveys of customer satisfaction levels. Internally generated — systems for tracking customer complaints and help calls, and customer feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ability to identify emerging high risk OHS issues and needs, and develop appropriate products/services addressing these needs</td>
<td>Emerging high risk OHS issues/needs identified through CCOHS collaborative research projects and interactions with stakeholders.</td>
<td>Monitoring of OHS trends and issues to determine where CCOHS should consider investing in new product/service development.</td>
<td>Combination of internal research and feedback from consultations with participants in research projects and key stakeholder representatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ongoing development and refinement of OHS products and information content.</td>
<td>Status of research projects focusing on development/enhancement of CCOHS products and services.</td>
<td>CCOHS products/services need to be relevant to needs of target user groups, and based on up-to-date research and experience.</td>
<td>Internally generated — reports on status of new and/or enhanced products/services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost-effective development and provision of key products and services, and information distribution infrastructure.</td>
<td>Proportion of operating expenditures used for product/service development and maintenance. Trends in costs of information distribution infrastructure, relative to total operating costs and revenues.</td>
<td>Ongoing investment in product/service development, and upgrading and maintenance of information distribution methods is necessary, and costs of such fundamental activities may need to be demonstrated to stakeholders (i.e., cost of convenience and speed of access).</td>
<td>Internally generated — breakdowns of product/service costs. Internally generated — infrastructure development and maintenance costs. Internally generated — revenue data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Key Results</td>
<td>Critical Success Factors</td>
<td>Possible Performance Measures</td>
<td>Rationale</td>
<td>Data Sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 4. Partial recovery of costs to sustain financial viability | - Ability of CCOHS to partially recover costs without unnecessarily limiting the usage of its OHS information.  
- Efficient service delivery to minimize unit costs of products/services and support financial sustainability. | - Trends in cost recovery revenues relative to the cost of products/services.  
- Proportion of funding obtained from cost recovery revenues.  
- Trends in operating costs, in total and by Performance Areas and/or key product/service categories. | Funding strategy for CCOHS is based on an expectation that more than 50% of funding will come from cost recovery revenues. CCOHS should understand, and be able to demonstrate, the relative significance of different product/service costs, and the extent to which such costs are recovered from users of priced services. It is also important to identify product/service and/or user groups that are more, or less, price sensitive. | Internally generated – customer management, sales tracking, and cost and revenue data on products and services. |
VI  KEY CONCLUSIONS

A.  CCOHS PLAYS AN IMPORTANT ROLE

The core objective of CCOHS is to provide Canadians with information about occupational health and safety that is trustworthy, comprehensive, and intelligible. The information facilitates responsible decision-making, promotes improvements in the workplace, increases awareness of the need for a healthy and safe working environment, and supports occupational health and safety education and training.

To meet this objective, CCOHS maintains a portfolio of both free and priced products and services that draw upon a core collection of occupational safety and health information and the application of information management technologies. To be effective on a continuing basis, the Centre must remain on the leading edge of workplace health and safety knowledge.

B.  CCOHS ACTIVITIES HAVE STRONG LINKS TO WORKPLACE CHANGES

The activities and products of CCOHS consist of information that is related to the promotion of occupational health and safety. The benefits that potentially flow from this consist of improved workplace conditions that ultimately lead to fewer illnesses, fewer injuries and fewer deaths. Reduced time loss and increased productivity are tied to these benefits. An evaluation design that relies on linking increased workplace safety to any particular CCOHS product or activity is not feasible. However, satisfaction with and use of information provided by CCOHS is a good proxy indicator of likely improvements in workplace safety. All of the interview and survey data that we collected support the conclusion that there is a high degree of satisfaction with and widespread use of CCOHS products and services. To the extent that CCOHS information is used to promote workplace change, the ultimate social benefits and increases in productivity can be very high.

C.  A STRONGER FOCUS ON RESULTS IS NEEDED IN CCOHS’ STRATEGIC PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

CCOHS’ current strategic performance measurement and reporting activity is primarily used to support reporting to the Council of Governors, via periodic reports by the President/CEO, and to external stakeholders and Parliament, via the Annual Report, Performance Report and Report on Plans and Priorities. The information reported to these audiences is more concerned with the performance of activities and their outputs and less so with results achieved, in terms of putting OHS information in the hands of Canadians and having that information applied in the workplace.

We believe that CCOHS would benefit from a more strategic approach to performance measurement and reporting, and builds on the thirteen Performance Elements used by the Centre for resource planning and budgeting, and activity-based performance monitoring. To that end, we
have proposed a logic model summarizing the focus of, and relationships between, CCOHS’ Activities, Reach (i.e., targeted user groups, intermediaries and partners), Outputs, anticipated Key Results and longer-term Impacts. This logic model then provides the basis for a proposed new strategic performance measurement framework intended to provide CCOHS’ management and stakeholders with a clearer understanding of its progress in achieving anticipated results and delivering on its mandate to *enhance the physical and mental health of the working people*.

The proposed strategic performance measurement framework provides a starting point for further work by CCOHS’ management to confirm the anticipated Key Results, and factors that have to be managed most closely to enable the targeted results to be achieved, and select and refine the associated performance measures. This iterative process of review and refinement of the framework is also necessary to ensure that it truly reflects the strategic directions and priorities of the Centre and is ultimately integrated into the way its management plan and report on performance.